Free Printable Exercise Worksheets
FUTURE SIMPLE NEGATIVE SENTENCES
Complete the following sentences with the verb in brackets in
the correct form.
1- I _______ (not be able) to make it on Monday.
2- Shelly ________ (not like) the mess you’ve made.
3- Harry _______ (not be) here tomorrow because he’s ill.
4- Tim’s car _________ (not start) from time to time. He
should get it fixed.
5- Jeff ________ (not get) the job, he’s underqualified.
6- IGM _________ (not bid) for the contract.
7- We __________ (not have) time to visit the city. We are
only going there on business.
8- The security guards _________ (not allow) you to pass
that point without a special pass.
9- It _________ (not rain) tomorrow, so we can do
something outside.

10-It ________ (not be) a problem finding the IP address of
the hacker.
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Free Printable Exercise Worksheets
ANSWERS

1- I _won’t be able to / will not be able to_ (not be able) to
make it on Monday.
2- Shelly _won’t like / will not like_ (not like) the mess
you’ve made.
3- Harry _won’t be / will not be_ (not be) here tomorrow
because he’s ill.
4- Tim’s car _won’t start / will not start_ (not start) from
time to time. He should get it fixed.
5- Jeff _won’t get / will not get_ (not get) the job, he’s
underqualified.
6- IGM _won’t bid / will not bid_ (not bid) for the contract.
7- We _won’t have / will not have_ (not have) time to visit
the city. We are only going there on business.
8- The security guards _won’t allow / will not allow_ (not
allow) you to pass that point without a special pass.
9- It _won’t rain / will not rain_ (not rain) tomorrow, so we
can do something outside.
10-It _won’t be / will not be_ (not be) a problem finding the
IP address of the hacker.
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